Special Skills

Players：２

Some cards have special skills which become available under ce rtain conditions.

Playing Time：10 min

Age 10 Up

Liason

This game is a card battle game for two players.
The player selects a strong prince of the Red Kingdom
or a rich princess of the Blue Kingdom and compete for
territory.
The player who beats the monarch of the opponent or
occupies all areas wins.

Q: I'm not supposed to put any card on an area I've already occ upied.How can I use this card?
A: This card has a special skill which enables you to swap it or
f the card you used to occupy the area. You can put
this card to the area you occupied and get the former card back to your hand during your turn.

Red Kingdom & Blue Kingdom

Q: Can I put this card on the area theenemy has occupied and ge t my own card back which I placed in another
area?
A: No. It's available only on an area you have occupied.

Equipments

Rearguard
Ｑ：How does the skill work?
Ａ：When your oppornent attacks the area you occupied with this card and you add another card to protect,
you will get the other card back to your hand even if you lose the battle. The Reaguard is discarded.

Red Prince

/

Blue Princess

Face

Q: Is it possible to have this card in my hand?
A: Yes. Use the special skills of

Liason

and

Reaguard

Back

Area Cards : ５

and you get this card back in your hand.

Prince / Princess Card

/

1 each

*the same back design as Normal Cards.

And you can use it just like other cards.

Capital Guardian

Back

Face

City Guardian

Q: Are their special skills available only in their own kingdom?
A: No.Their skills are available in the capital / city of both
kingdoms .The same goes for
Guard

Capital Guard

and

City

.

Normal Cards : 30

Archer

Ace Cards : 20

Q: How dose the Archer's special skill work? How do I use it?
is placed.

Card Descroption

Bird Soldier

２+

Q: Is it possible to disable the special skill of the Archer?

王都の兵士

Character Name

１ 赤の街

A: It adds attack points to your total attack points when thebattle occurs in the adjacent area where your Archer

A: No. It doesn't work in the area the Archer is placed. Therefore, it is not considered Oﬀset of Area .

Priest

/

Q: This card has

Bishop
0

Sword Icon

Funds for the Blue

1

（Attack Point）

attack point, can I use it to attack the area.

A: Yes, you can.

Funds for the Red
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Shield Icon
（Defence Point）

王都

+１

Card Eﬀect

２ 赤の 街

１

Each card has diﬀerent oﬀset and funds
value for the both kingdoms.

Area Oﬀset

2: Occupation

Setting

During your turn, you can occupy as many areas as you like.
Here's how you can occupy an area.

1. Select the kingdom, the Red or The Blue.
2. The player who selected the Red Kingdom(Red Prince) starts ﬁrst.

A. Unoccupied Area
You can occupy the area by putting 1 card.
B. Your Area
You can not put your card in the area you already occupied by you except for defense.
C. The Opponentʼ s Area
You can put 1 or 2 cards FACE-DOWN to attack the opponent.
Your opponent will add 1 card FACE-DOWN to defend the area (or do nothing).
When the both sides ﬁnish placing their cards, open all cards a nd determine the winner.

Determination
3. Put all area cards on the table as in the ﬁgure above. Plac
e the Prince and the Princess card in their own capital.
You occupy the areas by placing a card beside them.
At the beginning of the game, you occupied only your kingdom's
capital with the Prince / the princess.
4. Shuﬄe normal cards and ace cards separatedly and make a face - down stock for each.
5. Deal 5 normal cards face-down for each player.Try not to show your hands to the opponent.
6. The Prince starts ﬁrst.

・For the oﬀense side, sum up attack points using the sword icon . For the defense side, sum up defense
points using the shield icon.
・ Add ① Oﬀset of the Area ② Oﬀset of the card
e.g.

Win

Oﬀense

Deﬀence

２ vs 5

Attack Point ２
①

Defense Point １+１+１+ 2 = 5
①

②

③

④

2 青の王都

２

Cost to draw

Normal Card

1

point

Ace Card

2

points

1: Draw
・It costs 1 funds point for a normal card and 2 points for an ac
e card to draw.
The ace cards are stronger than normal cards.
If you have 4 funds points in total, you can draw 2 ace cards,4 normal cards, or 1 ace card and 2 normal cards.
However, you have to draw all cards without checking their face s. Decide how to use your funds point before you
start drawing.
・When all cards in the stock are used, shuﬄe the discards and create a new stock.

2: End of Play Turn
When the turn player stops placing cards, the turn moves to t he other player.

Win Condition
Meet one of the following conditions;
・Win the battle against the Prince/Princess and discard the opp rnent's card.
(When both of them are discarded, the game is a draw. )
・Occupy all areas

+

２

拠点占拠中

神官

０

③
④
Oﬀset of the card
（This card has +1 oﬀset when it derend the City.）

１ 青の王都
The funds when the Red Kingdom occupied.

街

1+
②

・ Compare the total points and the higher one wins.
・Leave ONE of the winner's cards and the area belongs to his / h er kingdom.
The winner can select which card to leave in the area.
Discard the remaining cards.
・ When the points are tied, discard all the cards on both sides.
The area stays unoccupied.

The funds when the Blue Kingdom occupied.

1

+１

街の守護兵

１ 青の街

新米兵

２

①

２ 青の街

２

1

How to play
This game is turn-based and alternately played by 2 players.You can occupy the areas with no cards by putting your
cards in the area during your turn. (See 2. Occupation)
When you put a card in the area where an opponent's card has b een placed already, the battle starts. (See 2. C and
judgment) Unless the cards skill allows it , you can not place a card in an area already occupied by you.At the
beginning of your turn, you gain funds based on the areas you s till occupy which you can use to draw new
cards.However, the max cards you can hold is 5. (See 1.Draw)

１

① Oﬀset of the Area

